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ABSTRACT
Housing Location Decision Under Environmental 




Dr. Mary C. Riddel, Examination Committee Chair 
Assistant professor of Economics 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Yucca Mountain is the site of a potential high-level nuclear waste
repository in Nevada. The risks to health and safety of transporting and storing
nuclear waste at Yucca Mountain may induce the residents of Nevada to move.
When offered compensation, residents will weigh potential negative effects to
their health from transporting and storing nuclear waste at Yucca Mountain
against the amount of money offered. The presence of a threshold value
between the bid amount offered and the level of risk perception indicates that at
some level of risk, people cannot be induced to stay by compensation. My
models indicate that with no compensation, 43% and 28% of respondents will
move from the transportation and storage risk of the nuclear waste, respectively.
However, compensation of $5,000 annually per household will offset additional
risks to health and safety from transporting and storing the nuclear waste at
Yucca Mountain for 92% of individuals surveyed. However, additional amounts
of compensation over $5,000 will not increase the number of people who stay.
ill
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
In 1987 the U.S. Congress designated Yucca Mountain as the primary 
potential site for the long-term storage of spent nuclear fuel. Yucca Mountain is 
located approximately 100 miles northwest of Las Vegas, between Amargosa 
Valley and Beatty. The actual repository is on the outer edge of the Nevada Test 
Site, if the Yucca Mountain site is chosen, nuclear waste will be shipped from 77 
commercial and DOE sites outside Nevada, and stored approximately 660-1,440 
feet below the surface. Under the proposed repository. Yucca Mountain will 
begin acceptance of waste in 2010. The repository will continue to accept waste 
for the next 50-300 years. When the repository is full, the government would 
permanently seal and protect the site for the next 10,000 years.
As with any nuclear waste facility, it is possible that the Yucca Mountain 
repository imposes potential risks to Nevada citizens and others along the 
chosen transportation route. There is the risk of an above-ground accident that 
could lead to civilian exposure. There is potential for contaminated runoff to leak 
into the water table. The Department of Energy (DOE) is also uncertain o f the 
geologic stability of the Yucca Mountain site and earthquakes may be an issue. 
And although the government considers such things as terrorist attacks on 
nuclear facilities, assuaging the public of their safety from such attacks is not
1
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necessarily possible. Lastly nuclear storage is for the long term, thus it is 
possible that government funding for such a repository may be eliminated some 
time in the future. With no guarantee of political stability and financing for the 
repository in the future, there are many uncertainties for Nevada residents to 
consider.
Unknown also is what level of perceived threat the nuclear waste will 
impose on the citizens of southern Nevada. Possible exposure may occur during 
the transportation of the nuclear waste and the storage of the nuclear waste.
The degree of perceived threat induces an economic response. One such 
response is to protect oneself from the perceived risk by moving. The purpose of 
this thesis is to evaluate the probability that Clark County citizens will move 
because of the transportation and storage of nuclear waste at Yucca Mountain. 
To find the probability a respondent will move a phone survey was conducted in 
the spirit of the contingent valuation method (CVM).
The DOE has proposed two alternatives for the transportation of the 
nuclear waste: a rail altemative and a trucking alternative. I will examine the 
latter. The proposed trucking route to Las Vegas skirts downtown by a minimum 
often miles along the planned southern beltway (Interstate 215). This route, as 
well as the planned northern beltway, traverses several residential areas. One 
component of this study measures the probability that people will move due to 
the perceived risk from transporting the nuclear waste. I propose that people will 
move from the area to protect themselves from additional risk imposed by 
transporting nuclear waste to Yucca Mountain.
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The second component of this study will measure the probability that 
people will move due to the perceived risk from storing the nuclear waste at 
Yucca Mountain. The facility at Yucca ranges between 660 to 1,440 feet below 
the surface; however, it is also between 570 to 1,200 feet above the water table. 
The water table is used by the Las Vegas Valley Water District, and is also used 
by a large number of private dwellings not connected to the state water supply. If 
a leak were to occur, radioactive contamination could become a major health 
hazard. I propose that people will move from the area in order to protect 
themselves from additional risk brought on by storing nuclear waste at Yucca 
Mountain.
Combining all of these uncertainties, it is possible that a significant 
number of people will perceive the impending risk of a nuclear waste repository 
as too high. These people could leave the area, and possibly the state due to 
these uncertainties. This is important to the economy of Southern Nevada for two 
reasons. First, if people move it may negatively affect the housing market in 
Southern Nevada. As demand for housing falls, price drops, and household 
wealth declines. Secondly, with a large enough population leaving Las Vegas, 
there may be labor market impacts. Service industry positions may not be filled 
and quality o f service in the hotel industry may drop below standard levels. This 
implies that wages for these industries may increase to fill the positions, thus 
driving up the cost to the firms. Consequently, uncertainty about the risk from the 
waste repository may cause significant economic impacts in Southem Nevada.
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The probability that someone will move given increased health risks is 
estimated using a contingent behavior survey (CB). Kunreuther and Easterling 
(1990) asserted that risk and fear are non-market goods. In the case of risk to 
health, the risk is considered a “bad” and safety is considered a “good." They 
evaluate risk and safety by measuring the willingness to accept compensation in 
return for allowing the waste repository. Similarly, our CB survey determines if a 
respondent will move given an amount of compensation in exchange for potential 
additional risk to themselves. I propose that at some levels of risk, people can be 
compensated for giving up some part o f their current health and safety.
Contingent valuation gained acceptance for measurement of non-market 
goods in the 1980s when it was used to measure the damages created by the 
Valdez oil spill in Alaska. According to Loomis and duVair (1993), CV provides 
hypothetical valuations that are credible. By creating a hypothetical market, non- 
market goods (such as risk and safety) can be measured, and a dollar value can 
be attached to them. This creates an effective tool for valuing damages. CV is 
also the only way to find the value of public goods, and to look at the response to 
a proposed action before implementing it.
We used a phone survey to collect the data, and modeled the survey after 
a CV survey. The survey elicited subjective risk estimates using the risk ladder 
shown in table 2. The respondent was shown where the DOE assumed the risk 
was. Then the respondent was asked to state their estimate of the risk anywhere 
on the ladder. Thus by using subjective risk, the study was not biased towards 
the DOE'S estimate of the risk.
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The data were collected during the summer and fall of 2000, via a phone 
survey. Random phone numbers were generated and respondents were asked if 
they wanted to participate in the study. If the participant agreed they were mailed 
an information booklet and a follow up call was made the next week. Participants 
were asked general economic questions regarding employment, income, whether 
or not they had insurance, number of dependents, age, and knowledge of the 
proposed repository. Participants were also questioned on information pertinent 
to the information booklet. These questions were specific to Yucca Mountain and 
included information regarding distances to the transportation route from the 
participant's residence, perceived risk on a risk ladder, and participant's 
willingness to accept monetary compensation for the Yucca Mountain repository.
A probit regression was used to estimate the probability that an individual 
relocates in response to their perceived risk from the transportation and storage 
of nuclear waste at the Yucca Mountain site. The probit parameter estimates 
show us the marginal probability a respondent will stay given a change in risk. If 
X is the set o f independent variables affecting the probability a person will remain 
in Nevada, p is a set of parameter estimates, and F is the normal cumulative 
distribution function, then the probability that an individual will stay in Nevada if 
the repository is located in the state is:
P(stay) = F(xp). (eq. 1)
For people moving due to transporting the nuclear waste the probability they will 
stay is a function of perceived risk of transporting nuclear waste, the interaction 
o f risk and a point estimate to the risk , income, health, education, the interaction
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of bid and risk, Investment in community, distance from route, bid amount, and 
uncertainty of the risk. Table 1 defines the variables that will be used in the 
regressions. Written in regression form;
P(stay) = 0(Po + Pi risk + P2 luc*Risk + Psincome +P4health 
+Pseducation +P5 interaction+ Pjinvestment + Psdistance 
+ Pgbid + Piouncertainty). (eq. 2)
A probit equation will also be used to assess the probability that an
individual will relocate in response to their perceived risk from storing the nuclear
waste at Yucca Mountain. The probability an individual will stay is a function of
the perceived risk o f storage, the interaction of risk and a point estimate to the
risk, income, health, the interaction of bid and risk, education, investment in
community, the bid amount, and uncertainty of the perceived risk. Written in
regression form:
P(stay) = O(po + Pistoragerisk + P2 luc*R isk + Paincome + P4health + 
psinteraction + Peeducation + pyinvestment +Pgbid+Pguncertainty). (eq. 3)
Using the survey data and probit model, I will examine whether the
perceived risk from transporting and storing nuclear waste at Yucca Mountain
impacts a household’s location decision. This thesis investigates three
hypotheses concerning household response to risk:
1) people will respond to the additional risk of transporting the nuclear waste by 
moving from areas near the transportation route,
2) similarly, storing the nuclear waste at Yucca Mountain will induce individuals 
near the repository to relocate in order to protect their health and safety, and
3) for some levels o f additional risk, people can be compensated in exchange for 
giving up some part of their current health and safety. Thus, Yucca Mountain will
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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have a significant impact on population and migration in Clark County. As the 
desirability of the region declines relative to other areas, housing market impacts 
and second-round labor market impacts are likely.
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If a respondent will stay =1 If a respondent will 
move=0 N/A
Independent
Distance The distance from the transportation route in miles Positive
Education Highschool plus college-total Unknown
Female 1 if respondent is female 0 if respondent is male N/A
Health Respondents level of health on a scale of 1 to 4 
with 4 being the best level o f health
Negative
Income Median income of respondent’s household Unknown
Income^ The square of income Positive
Interaction The bid value times the level o f risk Negative
luc*Risk T or S X risk, gives the interaction of a point 
response of risk times the risk
Negative
Pahrump 1 if lives in Pahrump, 0 otherwise N/A
Retired If retired=1 if not retired=0 Positive
Risk Risk measurement from transportation Negative
Sbidi The amount of money the person is offered to offset 
the additional storage risk in staying Positive
Sbid2 Amount o f second bid given answer to Storstayl N/A
Storagerisk Risk measurement from storage Negative
Storstay2 0 if second bid value given, respondent moves 1 if 
respondent will stay due to storage of nuclear waste N/A
t, s If respondent is uncertain of their risk =1, if 
respondent is uncertain of their risk=0 N/A
Tbid1 The first bid amount offered Positive
Tbid2 Amount of second bid given answer to transtayl N/A
T ranstay2 0 if second bid value given, respondent moves 1 if 
second bid value given respondent will stay due to 
transporting the nuclear waste N/A
Uncertainty Uncertainty^/12, gives the variance of risk Negative
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
Three areas of the literature germane to this research include: (1) risk 
perception, (2) contingent behavior, and (3) housing market effects of siting 
hazardous waste facilities. This chapter summarizes these three areas.
Risk Perception
Risk measurement literature has been fairly dynamic in economics. Early 
work imposed a certain scale of risk upon people. Consequently, the results 
were inconsistent with utility theory, showing that people behaved irrationally 
when considering risks to their health and safety. Later work used subjective risk 
as the scale of measurement. These later studies had results that were 
consistent with economic theory, as people behaved according to their 
perception of risk. These later studies also began to use communication devices 
in order to clarify the small changes in the probability that an event would occur. 
Consequently, the explanatory power of the risk literature has improved over 
time.
The risk perception literature is diverse. Individual behavior under risk is 
analyzed by Kunreuther and Easterling as a risk-benefit tradeoff (1990). Smith
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and Desvousges (1987) examine an empirical analysis o f the economic value of 
changes in risk. Viscusi (1993) discusses risk perception, and design of surveys 
intended to measure risk reduction. Hammitt and Graham discuss the magnitude 
of risk perception. Lastly, a study regarding Contingent Behavior (CB) 
communication devices has been done by Loomis and duVair (1993).
In terms of economic evaluation, Kunreuther and Easterling (1990) 
analyze the risk-benefit tradeoff in return for accepting a waste repository. They 
find that to allow the person to attain the same utility as before the waste 
repository was sited near them, the person will have to be compensated an 
amount equal to or greater than their marginal value of the perceived risk. As the 
benefit, or monetary compensation, is increased, the willingness to accept the 
facility, should also increase. Therefore, compensation is considered a benefit 
and is measured against the perceived probability of an accident (the risk).
Kunreuther and Easterling found a problem with this form of monetary 
compensation. They discovered that individuals refuse to consider any form of 
compensation if the perceived risk falls in an “inadmissible" range. The benefit 
will be rejected out of hand unless the safety of the facility and the integrity of the 
siting process are assured (Kunreuther, 1990, p. 225). Thus, they claimed that 
rational behavior assumed by economists in determining utility is unstable in 
certain instances. One such instance is when the threshold of safety to residents 
is unknown. Consequently this threshold must be assured to the residents or no 
amount of compensation may be adequate to assuage their perceived risk of the 
facility.
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Smith and Desvousges (1987) discovered a similar problem in their study 
of the value of risk changes. They assume that individuals have difficulty making 
rational decisions under uncertainty. They associate this uncertainty with the 
amount of trust an individual has in the government institution responsible for the 
hazardous facility. If the individual trusts the institution, they perceive the value 
of risk involved as being fairly low. If the individual does not trust the 
government, they perceive a change in risk as being very high. The studies that 
do not use subjective risk perception are probably mis-measuring the risk 
because the relevant risk perception measurement for valuation is the subjective 
risk. It could be that the people being surveyed have a very good understanding 
of the risk being measured, while the organization taking the survey (and giving 
the participants a particular scale o f measurement) is inaccurately understanding 
the risk. Regardless, economic losses derived from utility theory necessarily are 
based on the individual's assessment of their utility, making subjective risk the 
appropriate variable.
Smith and Desvouges found other interesting evidence supporting their 
hypothesis that individuals have difficulty making rational decisions when 
measuring the value of risk. Regardless of trust in the government institution 
responsible for the facility in question, individuals overestimate small risks and 
respond quite differently to low risk points (Smith, 1987, p. 104). People were 
likely to attach additional uncertainty of hazardous waste risk to a baseline risk 
(risk all people have from accidents during life). Therefore the perception of the 
composite risk would be skewed higher than that reported by government
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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agencies. Also, the type of death associated with the risk influenced the value 
the individual placed on the risk.
Smith and Desvousges (1987) studies have an inaccurate measure of 
risk. Utility theory is necessarily based on individual tastes and preferences, thus 
the relevant measure of risk takes the subjective form. Without using subjective 
risk, the results will be biased. This bias will continue to be in the direction of the 
risk perception which is reported by government agencies doing the studies. It is 
also important to note that when measuring perceived risk, the researcher is not 
concerned with what the actual risk is. In the case of determining the 
respondent’s behavior, their personal risk perception will determine their action, 
and not what a scientist says the actual risk is. Kip Viscusi notes that it is 
important to “elicit individual valuations as perceived by the respondent”
(Viscusi, 1993, p. 1942), otherwise you are simply getting the government’s 
opinion on what the risk is. Viscusi finds that extracting meaningful responses is 
possible from survey data, but interpretation must be done carefully so as not to 
bias the study.
Hammitt and Graham (1999) discuss the theory that suggests valuations 
of programs that reduce small probabilities of adverse health effects should have 
two requirements. One, they should be increasing in the magnitude of risk 
reduction. And two, they should be approximately proportional to the magnitude. 
Hammitt and Graham suggest that people have a poor understanding of 
numerical differences In magnitude, and thus form estimates about risk based on 
prior beliefs and information (Hammitt, 1999, p. 35). Neverthless, since people
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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make decisions based on their own assessment of the risk, subjective risk is the 
relevant measure regardless of any inaccuracy or imprecision it may contain.
The Hammitt study showed that subjective risk estimation is more 
effective when aids are used. When innovations, intended to assist the 
respondents to surveys are used, the individual’s understanding of probabilities is 
greatly increased. Such innovations include the presentation of analogies, 
distinguishing between respondents who indicate high confidence in their 
responses, and informational focus on risk and wealth increments rather than 
levels. In general, the Hammitt and Graham study found that there are still 
cognitive obstacles to comprehending changes in magnitudes, but by using some 
type of aid in the survey will eliminate a few of these.
Loomis and duVair (1993) analyze the accuracy of risk communication 
devices. The devices must overcome some conceptual problem the public has 
when a CB survey is done. Risk information is often highly technical, so the 
device must show small changes in probability and clarify the risk involved to the 
survey participants. Also, the regulatory agencies involved often lack public trust 
and credibility. Consequently, the device can be established by an “outside” 
source or independent study. Provided that the risk device is general, this 
problem can be overcome.
Loomis and duVair consider two separate communication devices-the risk 
ladder and pie charts-and discover the stated difficulties can be overcome. A set 
of pie charts or a risk ladder are two possible communication devices, both are 
found to be effective in finding the marginal rate of substitution between income
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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and risk. Risk pie charts communicate how a program affects the risks facing the 
respondent. They also appear to communicate the absolute level o f risk change. 
When using a risk ladder people can more easily comprehend the magnitude of 
risk changes when represented as simple lineal distances (Loomis, 1993, p.
291 ). The risk ladder is also capable of representing the decrease in risk relative 
to other common risks. Loomis and duVair find that either risk communication 
device is adequate for communicating risk reductions in CB studies, but risk 
ladders may be preferred when the probability of adverse outcomes is small.
Contingent Behavior 
There is a shortage of literature regarding contingent behavior (CB). 
Economists are sometimes split in deciding whether CB is a valid measure of 
looking at a response to a proposed action. Nevertheless, CB is put into a 
environmental valuation user’s manual by Carson (1999).
Carson (1999) addresses the problems and theoretical limits to CB such 
as strategic behavior and embedding. The largest problem with CB surveys is 
that they sometimes induce individuals to respond using strategic behavior. 
Strategic behavior occurs when a respondent exhibits free-riding behavior by 
overstating or understating the value of a good in order to influence the final 
outcome of a study. Carson notes that this problem can be solved by analyzing 
the data carefully, and by noting that averages are used. If some respondents 
overstate their value while others understate, the errors should cancel and the 
estimate will be unbiased. Another problem with CB surveys is embedding.
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Embedding happens when a respondent offers a value for a single good, and 
then defines that value as what they place on multiple goods. For example, a 
person is asked how much value they place on preserving a wildlife refuge for 
wolves. They state a value, but then when asked how much value they place on 
the trees in that refuge they say that the value they gave for the wolves includes 
the value they place on the trees. Thus, the estimate of the good being valued, 
in this case a wolf habitat, is overstated.
Carson also analyzes the benefits derived from CB studies. He states that 
CB can be an effective technique to value non-market goods such as the 
perceived risk from a hazardous facility. CB is the only way to measure vicarious 
enjoyment (utility) of certain goods (this is called passive use consideration). CB 
is also the only way to look at the response to a proposed action before 
implementing it. In this case CB is invaluable because it has the potential to 
save a large amount of taxpayer money. As an example, suppose the 
government decides to build a homeless shelter in a community. Rather than 
building the shelter right away, they may first institute a survey to find the effects 
that shelter may have on property values in the community. By doing the survey 
first, the government can find the potential impact the homeless shelter will have 
on residential relocation, and thus the impact on tax revenue for the area. If a CB 
study is done correctly, it can provide much useful information to policymakers. 
Overall, the problems with CB are far outweighed by the benefits, and can be 
circumvented by careful econometric analysis.
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Carson concludes that CB is an adequate measure of behavior, but more 
CB studies need to be done and a way needs to be found to reduce the cost of 
these studies while maintaining a high degree of reliability. He states that 
“without the inclusion of passive use considerations, pure public goods,...have 
little or no measured economic value.” (Carson, 1999, p. 5). The reliability o f CB 
surveys can be assured by the use of in-person interviews, a binary discrete 
choice question, a careful description of the good and its substitutes, and several 
different tests that should be included in the report on the survey results (Carson, 
p. 7). Therefore, it can be concluded that the value of public goods, particularly 
proposed public goods, cannot be assessed by the traditional economic 
techniques, and CB is the closest, most accurate measure of these values.
Cameron (Working Paper, 2001 ) investigates the willingness to pay to 
avoid changes in the earth’s climate. Cameron finds that knowledge of the risk, 
uncertainty of the future, and the option price (the amount of money necessary to 
offset the risk), influence the choices of the respondent. Greater uncertainty of 
the future environmental state seems to reduce peoples “willingness to incur the 
costs of climate change mitigation.” (Cameron, p. 31). Therefore, the certainty of 
mitigation effects increases the willingness of people to pay for the mitigation. 
Also, compensation offsets additional environmental risk, indicating that future 
safety can be treated as a market good.
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Housing Market Effects 
Hoyt, Schwer, and Thompson (1992) studied the attitude of those recently 
purchasing homes on the establishment of a waste repository near the 
community. The findings suggest that the awareness of and knowledge about 
the siting of a hazardous facility reduces the home-buyers’ concerns. The study 
Implies that a well thought out public relations program supported by the waste 
repository may assist In overcoming some of the resistance to the facility. 
However, the study only considered respondents’ opinions, and the questions 
were all categorical. With the use of economic questions a clearer vision of what 
affects home purchasers' decisions may be obtained.
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CHAPTER 3
THEORETICAL MODEL 
This section presents a theoretical model that considers the probability a 
person will move In response to the Increased risk associated with the Yucca 
mountain facility. The model Is dependent upon demographic, economic, and 
risk perception variables, and Is derived from a basic utility maximization model. 
Also, the use of blvarlate probIt Is explained.
Utility maximization Is the key economic theory that drives the model used 
In this paper. Utility Itself Is a fairly simple concept to understand. “In order to 
maximize utility, given a fixed amount of money to spend, an Individual will buy 
those quantities of goods that exhaust his or her total Income and for which the 
psychic rate of trade-off between any two goods (MRS) Is equal to the rate at 
which the goods can be traded one for the other In the marketplace." (Nicholson, 
1998, p.99). An Individual will choose Items to consume that most satisfy their 
wants and needs. However, each Individual Is constrained by the amount of 
purchasing power or resources available to them.
In the Yucca Mountain case. Individuals attempts to maximize their level of 
utility given all goods and services. Including the non-market good safety, ceteris 
paribus. Individuals may maximize their level of utility by moving out of Clark 
County If they suspect the transportation of nuclear waste will decrease
18
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their current level o f health beyond some acceptable level. Since moving has 
many costs Including but not limited to: loss of Income, loss of friends, problems 
associated with selling a house, relocation expenses, and the displacement of 
children. Individuals will weigh expected health losses against these costs.
In addition to these basic costs, the Yucca Mountain survey also offered 
each Individual a bid amount, or rather, an amount o f money to offset the 
subjective perceived risk of the Individual. Undoubtedly the bid amount, or extra 
Income compensation needs to be balanced with changes In health, and all other 
goods and services. If the Individual were offered an amount that offset the utility 
losses from perceived changes In health from transporting the nuclear waste, 
then the Individual would be Indifferent between staying and leaving. If the 
Individual perceived a potential decrease In their health from excellent to poor; 
they would only be willing to stay If the amount of money offered to them was 
equal to the value the Individual places on the potential decrease In their health.
An Indirect utility function can be used to show a person’s Indifference 
between their utility with risk and without risk. Indirect utility Is similar to utility, but 
Instead of determining utility given goods and services, we determine utility given 
the prices of those goods and services, and Income. Therefore the optimal level 
of utility Is dependent Indirectly upon the prices of the goods and services being 
purchased, and on the Individual’s Income. We consider utility without risk as the 
current status of residents In Clark county without nuclear waste being shipped 
here. Utility with risk Is when the nuclear waste Is shipped to Nevada. Shown In 
equation 3, Vo Is utility without risk and Vi Is utility with risk. Y Is Income, OP Is
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the option price or compensation amount that exactly offsets any additional risk 
to health and safety, q Is the level of health and X Is all other goods consumed. 
The Individual Is Indifferent between one state of health given without any risk, 
and another state of health given with risk and an additional amount o f
Vo(Y, qo. X) = V i(Y  + OP, qi, X) (eq. 3)
compensation as In equation 3. If the bid value offered Is not enough to offset 
the additional risk the Individual will move to protect themselves.
The subjective assessment of utility In this case Is reflected In the 
respondent’s choice to stay or move. A respondent reveals their utility from 
different alternatives by their stated behavior. Thus the probability they will move 
Is a function not only of the risk, but of economic and demographic variables, so 
that:
P(move) = /(D , E, R) (eq. 4)
Where P(move) Is the probability a resident will move, D are demographic 
variables, E are economic variables, and R is the subjective risk perception of the 
respondent. Thus utility will be maximized. If the bid amount Is not enough, when 
a respondent says they will move. This Is similar to Nakosteen and Zimmer’s 
(1980) migration model where Individuals move when the net benefit o f moving 
exceeds the costs of moving. Otherwise respondents will stay If the bid amount 
offered adequately compensates them for the Increase In risk.
The general model can be expanded to encompass the model used in this 
paper. The probIt equation for location decision under environmental risk from
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the transportation of nuclear waste as posed by the Yucca Mountain Waste
Repository Is (see table 1 for the definition of variables):
P(Stay) = <3>(Po + Pirlsk + Padlstance + Pafemale + p4lncome^
+ pshealth + Peretlred + Pybld+ Pglnteractlon + Pgluc^hsk 
+ Piouncertalnty). (eq. 5)
The dependent variable Is the probability a respondent will stay. The
Independent variables Include risk of transporting the nuclear waste, distance
from the route, gender. Income squared, health, retirement status of respondent,
bid amount, and an Interaction variable between bid and risk. Interaction of risk
and a point response of risk, and uncertainty of their risk perception.
The general model can also be expanded In the case of storing the
nuclear waste. Similarly, the probIt equation for location decision under
environmental risk from the storage of nuclear waste as posed by the Yucca
Mountain Waste Repository Is:
P(Stay) = (I)(Po + Pistoragerlsk + Pafemale + Psbld+ P4lncome^
+ Pshealth+ peretlred + Pyuncertainty + Pglnteractlon + p g lu c *ris k  
+ PioPahrump). (eq. 6)
The dependent variable Is the probability a respondent will stay, while the
Independent variables similar to the transportation model, but use a dummy
variable Indicating the town of residence (Pahrump) Instead of the distance from
the transportation route as a distance estimate. Pahrump Is much closer to the
storage facility than Las Vegas; we therefore expect residents in Pahrump to
consider the risk of exposure from the site as being higher than the risk Imposed
on Las Vegas residents.
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Investment in the community was measured using both the number of 
years lived In Nevada, and whether the respondent owns their residence. It Is 
expected that the number of years lived In Nevada will have a positive coefficient. 
In most cases, residents that have been In the community a long time are less 
likely to leave as either a majority of friends or family are settled nearby. Also, If 
the respondent has a family, the children may be well situated In schools. If this 
Is the case the parents may be opposed to moving as they do not want to upset 
their children’s social stability. If a respondent owns their residence, they have 
equity In the community. Home owners may be less likely to move as opposed 
to their more flexible counterparts who rent. Given the costs of relocation (loss of 
friends, problems with children, difficulties In selling a house), the utility of the 
Individual may be maximized by staying. If they give small weight to Increases In 
health risk, or the perceived risk Is small.
The number of children Is measured by using the number o f children 
under 18 still living In the respondent’s household. Economic theory Implies that 
the coefficient on the variable children should be negative. The costs of staying 
and taking on additional risk could be In the form of the extra cost of medical bills 
for their children. As well, the emotional cost of potentially losing a child may be 
excessive for most parents. If a parent’s concern Is for their child’s safety, the 
parent’s utility may be maximized If they move. Gender of the respondent was 
also used In this model. The coefficient on female may be negative; however, 
economic theory has no suggestion either way. Women are more likely to have 
children In the household so the variables children and female may be correlated.
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The health of an individual may also affect the probability o f a respondent 
staying. There are two potential reasons health may affect staying. First, a 
respondent may not want to diminish their current level o f health, they will 
therefore protect their current health by moving. Overall, the more healthy a 
respondent Is, the more likely they will be to move to prevent the diminishing of 
their health. At the other extreme, the respondent may be too III to move. If the 
respondent Is III there may also be additional costs Involved In moving, from both 
finding new health care professionals, extra costs In moving expenses, and 
additional difficulty In finding employment elsewhere. Overall, healthy people will 
be more likely to move and less healthy people will be more likely to stay.
The education of the respondent Is measured by taking graduation from 
high school plus the number of years of college. Education has an unknown 
effect on the probability of staying. Hammitt and Graham (1999) suggest that 
most people have a poor understanding of numerical differences In magnitude, 
and therefore form poor estimates about risk. Additional years of education 
beyond high school do not necessarily Imply a greater understanding In 
numerical differences In magnitude when measuring risk. Nevertheless, more 
years of education suggest that people would have a better understanding of the 
health risks and how they may affect their household. In summary, education 
may or may not be a significant factor In determining the probability of staying.
Both income and income squared were used in this model. Squaring 
income allows income to be significant as a non-linear function. A positive 
coefficient on Income^ Indicates an exponentially Increasing relationship between
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the probability o f staying and Income over some range of the data. High income 
individuals may have higher opportunity cost of moving, as their wealth may be 
largely tied to the local community. The relatively poor may also have a lower 
opportunity cost of moving, as “the golden handcuff” o f the middle class does not 
apply to them. The middle class wage earners should be more likely to stay, 
ceteris paribus, because their opportunity cost of moving may be extremely high 
(difficult to find adequate employment elsewhere, community ties, etc).
Retirement status o f the respondent may also be significant In determining 
the probability of staying. Most retired respondents have picked Nevada and 
specifically Las Vegas as their location of choice to retire. The costs of leaving 
their desired retiree location Include; leaving family and friends, low cost of living, 
numerous facilities for entertainment, and favorite health care professionals.
Also, it can be noted that a great many of the retired respondents are In less than 
perfect health, which brings to light the higher costs of an elderly, sick person 
moving. For example, an older person may have to hire movers to assist them, 
whereas a younger person may be able to move themselves. Overall, a retired 
person’s utility may be maximized by staying. Hence, the coefficient on retired 
will most likely be positive.
Distance from the transportation route Is measured In miles from route.^
The coefficient on distance should be positive In this model. As the miles from 
the potential route Increase, a resident may be less concerned with possible 
accidents. Also, as miles from the storage facility Increase, the probability of
* The Information regarding the routes was provided by the DOE.
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staying may Increase. It Is also possible that distance from the route and 
perceived risk may be correlated. Most people perceive that the probability of 
exposure falls as the distance from the transportation route or the storage facility 
Increases.
The probability an Individual will stay also depends on the bid value 
offered to each. People must be compensated for health risks. The respondents 
were offered compensation to stay. Cameron’s paper (January 2001 ) states that 
the bid value must be high enough to make the Individual Indifferent between 
staying with the additional risk, or leaving to maintain their current health level. 
The bid value that Induces the respondent to be Indifferent between staying and 
moving Is called the option price. Thus the coefficient on the bid amount variable 
should be positive Indicating that higher the bid values Induce people to stay by 
compensating them for the Increase In risk.
The coefficient on the bid amount will not be positive If the bid amount 
offered Is not high enough to offset subjective risk perception. In some Instances, 
either risk perception or distrust of the government will cause the person to 
consider any additional risk as being too high. In that case, no amount of 
compensation will be sufficient to placate them. This Is corrected for by adding an 
Interaction variable to the model, which shows the Interaction of the bid value and 
the level of perceived risk.
The Interaction of risk perception and bid value as It relates to the 
probability of staying Is shown In equation 8. Risk level and bid value must be 
Interacted to get an accurate measure of the respondent’s utility level.
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P(stay I bid, risk, Xmean) = 0(/5o + y5iBid + yJaBldrisk + ^ggRisk +
P a\ uc r i s k  +  ^^^Xmean) (® 9 - 7 )
Higher bids offer higher compensation for risk, thus ôP(stay)/ôBld should be
positive. On the other hand, 5P(stay)/5Rlsk should be negative because
Increasing risk has a negative Impact on utility, and the respondent Is less likely
to stay, ceteris paribus. The partial derivative of equation 7 with respect to risk
shows the marginal relationship between the probability of staying and the risk.
ôP(stay)/ôRlsk = aaBId + as + o l^uc (eq. 8)
a Is defined as
If a respondent Is uncertain of the risk from transporting or storing nuclear 
waste, they may be more likely to move. If a respondent gives a point estimate 
of their risk, meaning they assigned an exact number value to their risk 
perception level, we assume the respondent knows the risk with certainty and 
they were therefore assigned a 0 for the value of lue- If the respondent gave a 
bounded estimate of their risk, meaning they stated that their perceived risk fell 
between any two levels with a and p corresponding to the lower and upper 
bounds respectively, the respondent Is considered uncertain thus they were 
assigned a 1 for the value of Lc-
lue essentially measures risk responsiveness. In the case of an uncertain 
person responding to the survey, a bounded estimate of their risk will ensure that 
any change In their perceived risk will greatly change their reaction to the risk.
The derivative In equation 8 should be negative Implying that people should 
move to protect themselves from risk.
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Similarly, the change in the probability of staying given the change in the 
bid amount can be shown. To be consistent with our hypothesis the coefficient 
a^  must be positive, and the coefficient on the Interaction variable must be 
negative. Figure 1 gives the relationship between P(stay) and bid for different 
levels of risk.
ôP(stay)/ôBld = ai + a2Rlsk (eq. 9)
Thus for a given risk level, the P(stay) Increases as the bid amount 
Increases. However, for high levels of subjective risk, the slope of the curves 
falls, and the Impact of compensation falls. At some point, 5P(stay)/ôBld =0 and 
Increasing the bid will have no Impact on P(stay). This Is the threshold effect. 
After some risk threshold. Individuals do not respond to changes In 
compensation, because the risk Is seen as “too high.” This Is consistent with 
Kunreuther and Easterling’s “Inadmissible” range. Some risk Is simply too high to 
be compensated.
It Is possible that a respondent will show completely Inelastic response to 
bid amount. When response to the bid amount Is Inelastic, this Implies that the 
respondent views risk as so high, no amount of money Is enough to compensate 
the additional risk. When response to risk Is completely elastic, this Implies that 
the respondent views any bid amount as acceptable, and that there Is no 
Inherent additional risk that needs to be compensated for.
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Uncertainty concerning the extent of the risk is measured by the variance 
of the risk. Variance of risk is zero for those that give a certain response, or a 
point estimate of the risk. Assuming a uniform distribution, the variance for those 
who give an uncertain response will be /f/12. According to Cameron, the 
coefficient on the variance o f risk variable should be negative, indicating that 
respondents who are very uncertain of the risk respond to additional risk moving.
Estimation
In the Yucca Mountain case we are looking at two independent questions 
examining whether a respondent will remain at their present address given their 
stated risk and a bid value. During the survey, a respondent was given an initial 
bid amount (see Appendix 1 table 5), and then asked if this amount would induce
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them to stay. If the amount was not enough the respondent would move. If the 
respondent stayed after the initial bid amount, they were asked if they would stay 
given a lower bid value. If the second bid amount was not enough to 
compensate for the additional risk the respondent stated they would move. If the 
second bid amount was enough then they would stay. Similarly, if the initial 
amount was not enough to make the respondent stay, the second bid amount 
would be higher. If the second bid amount was enough the respondent stated 
they would stay, and if it was not enough they stated they would move. By 
stepping up and down the bid amounts we were able to determine the bounds of 
the respondents bid value. The double-bounded technique is used to effectively 
increase the sample size without interviewing additional respondents. The two 
responses may be treated as two unique observations. However, Cameron 
(1997) pointed out that the two questions may reflect two different WTA 
distributions. Thus, assuming one underlying WTA function could give biased 
results. Therefore, a bivariate probit model is used to allow for two different WTA 
distributions while still gaining for the greater precision associated with a larger 
sample.
A bivariate probit model will be used to reduce the standard error o f the 
parameter estimates by taking into account the correlation among the error terms 
in the regressions. Bivariate probit allows two equations to be run 
simultaneously in order to estimate the correlation of the error terms. By running 
this as a bivariate probit, the probability a respondent will stay is determined by
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two separate sets of independent variables, including a different bid amount in 
each set.
Yi = 1 if respondent stays, 0 otherwise (eq. 10)
Yz = 1 if respondent stays, 0 otherwise (eq. 11)
Thus, P(Yi = 1) = 0(Xiy(?i) and P(Y2 = 1) = ^(Xz^z)
The general specifications for the underlying random utility model is:
Y i * = BiX i +£ i (eq. 12)
Yz* = BzXz + £2 (eq. 13)
Where the covariance (p) between the error terms does not equal zero, or
Cov(£i, £z )=^ 0. The higher covariance between and £z, implies a stronger error
correlation. If p is equal to zero, the two equations are unrelated and can be
estimated separately (Greene, 2000, p. 851).
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CHAPTER 4
DATA COLLECTION 
The data were collected using a phone survey starting in the summer of 
2000 until the end of October that same year. Home phone numbers were drawn 
at random from a database obtained from Centel of Nevada. Blocks of these 
numbers were distributed amongst trained student workers, and were called at 
various times between 8:00am and 7:00pm. The callers were told to only 
consider participants who had a valid mailing address, who were over the age of 
18, and who could speak and read English proficiently. Once a home phone 
number was contacted and the resident agreed to participate, they were sent a 
brochure describing the Yucca Mountain project to review. At an agreed upon 
date and time, the participant was called again and read questions from the 
survey. In sum, from initial contact till final interview, the time span for one 
interview to be completed would usually be one week.
The survey questions ranged from basic economic question to more 
difficult, subjective questions. Briefly, the questions fell into four categories; 
economic, demographic, risk perception, and response. The economic questions 
consisted of the following: how long a resident of Nevada, how long at current 
address, how many more years planned to remain in Nevada, current 
occupation, income, had they heard about the repository and how, and did the
31
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participant have health insurance. Demographic questions included: how many 
adults in household, how many children in household under 18, participant's 
gender; participant’s age, health status, and level of schooling. The participant 
was then asked how far they lived from the transportation route. The participant 
was asked to look at a map of the Las Vegas area that showed the probable 
transportation routes of the nuclear waste to the repository, and then asked to 
estimate the distance to their residence. ^
Next, an estimation of subjective risk was obtained by asking the 
participant to view the risk ladder and rank where they would put the increase in 
risk to their health and safety from transporting the nuclear waste. The 
participant was given the option of indicating a specific point they thought the risk 
was equal to, or they could put their perceived risk between any two points on 
the ladder. The risk ladder is shown in table 2.
The categories of risk were presented to the respondent in the information 
brochure. They were shown a risk ladder (as presented in Loomis and duVair, 
1993), and then told where the Department of Energy thought the risk to common 
health and safety lay. The participant was then asked where they would place 
that same risk on the risk ladder. As mentioned in the Smith and Desvousges 
paper (1987), since risk perception is subjective, by asking the participant to tell
 ^The transportation route from south o f Las Vegas goes from 1-15 to the planned 
westem beltway 1-215, and from northeast of Las Vegas south along 1-93, to 1-15, 
to the planned northern beltway. Both these routes connect at 1-95 and continue 
to the Nevada Test Site. The minimum distance from the Las Vegas strip is less 
than 5 miles.
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us what the risk Is, we eliminate the possibility of contaminating the data with the 
surveyor or the DOE’s opinion.
Next the respondent was asked if they were offered a sum of money (the 
amount differed on each survey), would they stay in Nevada or move. If they 
moved they were asked how far they would go. The same risk ladder was used 
to rank the increase in risk regarding the storage of the spent nuclear fuel, and 
again they were asked, if offered money, would they stay or move.
Table 2. Risk Ladder used in Yucca Mountain Survey
Actual deaths per 100.000 persons
High Risk
Cause









Risk to health and 
safety from nuclear
waste transport _______













Repository health effects 
estimated by the DOE
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The survey was designed to read in an easy to understand, unbiased way. 
The respondents were told multiple times that the questions being asked were 
hypothetical. This was necessary because in contingent behavior/valuation 
surveys, the respondent is asked to “imagine” a market (in this case the market 
for risk), and then place a numerical value on the good offered. Each participant 
was read a bid set to accept or reject for each WTA question. If the respondent 
rejected the offered amount they were asked if they would move (specifying the 
reason for moving would be because of the risk from the transportation or 
storage of the spent nuclear fuel). The average bid set was found by using the 
mean estimated bid in the Kunreuther and Easterling study, which was $5,000. 
Then a focus group was used to determine appropriate increments to offer the 
survey participants. These increments were then stepped up or down depending 
on how respondents answered the first bid value question. The bid sets differed 
on each survey, and are included in Appendix 1, table 5.
The response rate contains two parts; the rejections, and the rejections 
after the initial interview was completed. The response rate was found by taking 
the number of complete responses, and dividing by the responses plus the 
rejections: [383/(383+1015)]=0.2739. Rejections were considered those who 
hung up without knowing why we were calling, and those that specifically said 
they would not participate. Disconnects, pagers, business numbers, cell phones, 
and forwarding numbers were not included in this count. The percentage of 
people who participated was found by taking those who completed the survey
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and dividing by the total number of people contacted. Therefore the response 
rate was 27.4%.
The completion rate of started surveys is found by dividing the number of 
complete responses by the number of responses plus the number of incomplete 
second interviews [383/(383+175)]=0.6863. This shows the number of people 
contacted who agree to do the survey. Of those, who agree to participate in the 
survey, 68.6% actually complete the survey.
There are two possible sources of bias in this survey. First the lack of 
response by non-english speakers will indicate a lack of minority opinion, and 
may therefore mis-measure the true response to the risk. Second, participants 
may over-state or under-state their perception of the risk. As stated by Smith 
and Desvousges (1986), although this is a game theory type problem, overall, 
the stated risk perception will be averaged, and by averaging we hope to 
eliminate outliers (overstaters and understaters).
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CHAPTER 5
EMPIRICAL RESULTS 
To find the likelihood a respondent will move given the risk posed by 
transporting and storing nuclear waste at Yucca Mountain we performed two 
bivariate probit analyses, one for storage risk and one for transportation risk.
The chapter is broken into two sections. The first section describes the analysis 
of transporting the nuclear waste to Yucca Mountain. The second section 
describes the analysis of storing the nuclear waste at Yucca Mountain. In each 
case an explanation of the models in terms of if they show support for the 
hypothesis that perceived risk of transporting and storing nuclear waste at Yucca 
Mountain will induce people to move, is given.
Transportation Risk Analysis 
Empirical results regarding the transportation of nuclear waste to Yucca 
Mountain reinforce expectations for the variables in the model. The variables 
bid1, interaction, luc*rlsk, uncertainty, income^, retired, health, and female are 
statistically significant at the five percent level. The explanatory power o f the 
model also increases when the variables distance, and risk are used. Table 3 
shows the results of the unrestricted bivariate probit model
36
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including the distance. The first equation in the model represents the first 
question asked to the respondent regarding if they would stay if given a bid 
amount. The second equation in the model represents the second question 
asked to the respondent regarding if they would stay given a different bid 
amount. All other variables in the model remained the same. The regressions 
are run simultaneously, thus offering the most efficient unbiased parameter 
estimates.
Our results show that the bid value significantly impacts the probability a 
respondent will stay. Table 3 also shows the findings for the bivariate probit 
models of transporting the nuclear waste, where the model in table 3 is broken 
down to find the marginal probabilities of moving. As stated previously in 
equation 9, given a bid with no risk a respondent is more likely to stay, with
5P(stay)/ôBid = ai + azRisk (eq. 9)
increasing risk the probability of staying will eventually fall. The bid value has a 
strongly significant and positive coefficient, indicating that as the bid value 
increases, the likelihood of staying also increases given a specified value of risk. 
This suggests that individuals will accept compensation for an increase in risk to 
health and safety. This is consistent with economic theory that respondents view 
health and safety much like other market goods where trade-offs are considered 
when choosing the level of health and safety.
The coefficient on the interaction variable is negative indicating that the 
probability a respondent will stay decreases for increases in the perceived risk.
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Table 3. Bivariate Probit of Transportation Risk






Std. Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. 
Interval]
transtayl
Bidi 1.38E-04 9.13E-05 7.65E-05 1.8000 0.0720 -1.23E-05 2.88E-04
Interaction -1.52E-07 -1.10E-07 9.59E-08 -1.5900 0.1130 -3.40E-07 3.59E-08
Distance 0.0053 2.19E-03 0.0048 1.1000 0.2720 -0.0041 0.0146
Risk 7.96E-04 3.91 E-04 5.22E-04 1.5300 0.1270 -2.27E-04 1.82E-03
luc*risk -6.04E-04 -2.28E-04 2.19E-04 -2.7600 0.0060 -1.03E-03 -1.76E-04
Uncertainty -4.21 E-06 -1.50E-06 2.36 E-06 -1.7800 0.0750 -8.83 E-06 4.17E-07
Income^ 2.67E-11 9.84E-12 1.34E-11 1.9900 0.0470 3.48E-13 5.30E-11
Retired 0.3972 0.1426 0.1737 2.2900 0.0220 0.0567 0.7377
Health -0.1688 -0.0632 0.0993 -1.7000 0.0890 -0.3635 0.0259
Female -0.3865 -0.1449 0.1956 -1.9800 0.0480 -0.7699 -0.0032
Cons 0.4225 0.5056 0.8400 0.4030 -0.5685 1.4136
transtayl
Bid2 1.17E-04 2.87E-05 5.54E-05 2.1000 0.0360 7.86E-06 2.25E-04
lnteraction2 -1.21E-07 -1.01 E-07 6.92E-08 -1.7400 0.0810 -2.56E-07 1.49E-08
Risk 7.14E-04 3.72E-04 4.99E-04 1.4300 0.1520 -0.0003 0.0017
Distance 0.0075 2.59E-03 0.0048 1.5800 0.1140 -0.0018 0.0168
luc*risk -5.43E-04 -2.14E-04 2.17E-04 -2.5000 0.0120 -9.70 E-04 -1.17E-04
Uncertainty -4.02E-06 -2.1 IE-06 2.39E-06 -1.6900 0.0920 -8.70E-06 6.53E-07
Income^ 2.83E-11 9.92E-12 1.26E-11 2.2500 0.0250 3.60E-12 5.30E-11
Retired 0.3757 0.1328 0.1750 2.1500 0.0320 0.0328 0.7187
Health -0.1743 -0.0622 0.0970 -1.8000 0.0720 -0.3645 0.0159
Female -0.4170 -0.1451 0.1922 -2.1700 0.0300 -0.7937 -0.0404
Cons 0-4445 0.5123 0.8700 0.3860 -0.5597 1.4486
Rho 1.0000 8.44E-10 -1 1
Wald test of rho=0:
z and P>|z| are the test of the underlying coefficient being 0
In fact, when risk is very large, it can dominate the response and no amount of 
compensation can induce the individual to stay. In short, individuals cannot be
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compensated for extreme risks, preferring instead to protect themselves from 
what they perceive as imminent danger.^
The results indicate that the risk variable Is also significant to the 
transportation model. Without the risk variable, most of the other variables in the 
model lose significance (see appendix 1, table 8). As previously stated in 
equation 8, generally an increase in risk should cause the probability of
5P(stay)/ôRisk = azBid + aa + (eq. 8)
staying to go down. So typically we expect ôP(stay)/SRisk to be less than zero. 
This shows that respondents attempt to protect themselves from the risk imposed 
on them by transporting nuclear waste to Yucca Mountain. The results indicate 
that the coefficient on risk is positive, the coefficient on the interaction of bid and 
risk is negative, and the coefficient on the interaction of risk with lue is also 
negative. Therefore, for some ranges of 5P(stay)/ôRisk the bid value is in fact 
positive, contrary to our maintained hypothesis. Nevertheless, by varying the bid 
value we can determine the range over which ôP(stay)/ôRisk < 0. We find that 
for uncertain individuals, a bid value greater than $1482 indicates ôP(stay)/ôRisk 
< 0. For certain individuals, that amount is $3555. The interaction variable 
luc*risk acts as a slope shifter for the relationship between 5P(stay)/5Risk. Thus
3 The interaction variable would show more significance if the standard errors could be 
reduced even further. Because this Is survey data, the reduction of the standard errors 
is not possible at this time, however it can be noted that by dropping this variable from 
the regression leaves the remaining model with problems indicating omitted variable 
bias.
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the coefficient on risk acts to make certain respondents less responsive to 
changes in risk than uncertain respondents.
The distance between the residence and the transportation route also 
significantly impacts the probability of staying. The coefficient on the distance 
variable is positive, indicating that as distance from the route increases, the 
probability of staying also increases. A one mile change in distance gives a 
0.0022 change in the probability a person will stay. This indicates that the 
distance from the route does influence a respondent’s decision to relocate. 
Although the distance variable is only marginally significant, having a p-value of 
0.272 and 0.114 respectively, in the first and second equations, the variable must 
remain in the model. In table 7 of the appendix the model is run without the 
distance variable. Taking out the distance variable significantly impacts the 
variables bid, interaction, risk, health, and gender. Thus we infer that the 
somewhat low t-statistic may be due multicollinearity in the model, suggesting 
that the standard error is probably overstated and that the distance variable does 
have a significant impact on whether the respondent stays or moves when faced 
with health risks from Yucca Mountain.
Our results indicate the certainty of the respondent about the level of risk 
also significantly impacts the probability a person will stay. The coefficient on 
the uncertainty variable is negative indicating that the less certain the respondent 
is about the risks they may face from transporting the nuclear waste, the less 
likely they are to stay. This is supported by Hoyt et. al. (1992), who determined 
that knowledge about siting hazardous facilities reduces home-buyeris concerns.
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Consequently, certainty of the risk increases the probability that a respondent will 
stay.
The model results indicate that income significantly impacts the probability 
a respondent will stay in Nevada if it is chosen for the site of the nuclear waste 
repository. Graph 2 shows this quadratic relationship between income and 
location decision. The coefficient on income^ is positive, denoting a positive, 
quadratic relationship between income and the probability of staying. The results 
suggest that as income increases, the opportunity cost of moving also rises. The 
wealthy and middle income respondents are more likely to stay given their high
Graph 2. The Relationship of Income to the Probability of Staying with Income in 
Thousands of Dollars
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opportunity cost of moving. Wages, rents, and property income constitute the 
primary source of income thus moving could mean significant loss of income for 
higher income individuals. Further, many high wage individuals locate in Las
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Vegas in response to job offers, and relocation may cause a significant loss in 
income.
The results show retired respondents are more likely to stay than their 
younger counterparts in the labor force. Retired persons are 14% more likely to 
stay than those currently working. This supports our previous hypothesis that the 
opportunity cost of a retired person moving is greater than that of a non-retired 
person. A retired person is more likely to be older and in poorer health, thus 
moving expenses would also be higher. Also, older people may not want to 
leave their health care provider because the cost of finding a new one they like 
someplace else can be very high. As well, an older person may be very attached 
to their routine, which includes familiar places and friends located in their area.
The health of the respondent is also significant in determining if the 
respondent will stay in Nevada. A one unit increase in the self-reported health 
variable is associated with a 0.063 decrease in the probability that the 
respondent will stay.
Lastly, the variable female also has a significant impact on the housing 
location decision under risk. The coefficient on female is negative indicating that 
female respondents are more likely to move than male respondents. As stated 
previously, a female respondent is more likely to have children in the household, 
and due to multicollinearity problems both the gender and children variables were 
not used. The female variable appeared to capture most of the variability in both 
variables, so it was chosen for the analysis.
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The variables children, homeownership, and investment in the community 
were all dropped from the model. The correlation of children and gender made it 
possible to drop one of the variables. Children was dropped because it ended up 
not being significant to the model. Also, homeownership and investment in the 
community were also not significant in the model. Most likely these variables 
were very highly correlated with the variable retired, so the retired variable picked 
up most o f the significance.
Storage Risk Analysis
Empirical results regarding the storage of nuclear waste at the potential 
Yucca Mountain waste repository generally reinforce expectations for the 
variables in the model. Table 4 shows the findings for the probit models of storing 
the nuclear waste with the marginal probabilities of moving are shown in column 
3. The variables luc*n'sk, uncertainty and retired are all significant at the 0.05 
level, while female and health are both significant at the 0.10 level. The 
interaction of bid and risk, as well as the income variable are also important to 
the model. Table 4 shows the results of the unrestricted bivariate probit model. 
Once again, the regressions are run simultaneously, thus offering the most 
unbiased efficient parameter estimates.
Our results show that bid value significantly impacts the probability a 
person will stay due to the risk posed by storing the nuclear waste at Yucca 
Mountain. The coefficient on the bid variable remains positive, indicating that the
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higher the bid value is, the more likely the respondent is to stay. Once again 
refer to equation 9. Given a bid with no risk, 5P(stay)/ôBid>0, indicating that
ôP(stay)/ôBid = ai + aaRisk (eq. 9)
with increasing risk the probability of staying will eventually fall. Although the 
evidence is not as strong as that of transportation risk, the coefficient and 
marginal probability indicate that a respondent will respond to offered 
compensation when considering location decisions under the potential storage 
risk from Yucca Mountain.
The storage model shows that the risk variable acts in a similar manner to 
the risk variable in the transportation model. As previously stated in equation 8 , 
generally an increase in risk should cause the probability of staying to go down.
ôP(stay)/ôRisk = aaBid + 03 + 0 4 luc (eq. 8 )
We again expect that ôP(stay)/ôRisk < 0. This shows that each respondent will 
attempt to avoid risk. As with the transportation model, the point where the bid 
becomes so high that ôP(stay)/âRisk becomes zero is the threshold point. As 
shown in table 9 in the appendix, without the risk variable the variables for bid 
amount, the interaction of bid and risk, income, distance, and gender all lose 
significance. For levels of compensation under $1,482 for uncertain individuals, 
and under $3,555 for certain individuals, the change in the probability o f staying 
given the change in risk will be greater than zero, indicating that under these bid 
amounts the model does not show the correct response to risk. Without the risk 
variable, the model suffers from omitted variable bias. Thus, including the 
variable allows for a superior model.
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The uncertainty of the respondent in answering the risk questions 
significantly impacts the probability a person will stay. The coefficient on the 
uncertainty variable is negative indicating that the more uncertain a person is of 
the risk regarding the storage of nuclear waste, the more likely they will be to 
move. The results, like those regarding the transportation risk, indicate that the 
coefficient on risk is positive, the coefficient on the interaction of bid and risk is 
negative, and the coefficient on the interaction of risk with lue is also negative. 
Again, for some ranges of 5P(stay)/ôRisk the bid value is in fact positive, contrary 
to our maintained hypothesis. However, by varying the bid value we can 
determine the range over which 5P(stay)/ôRisk < 0. As in the transportation 
model, we find that for uncertain individuals, a bid value greater than $1482 
indicates ôP(stay)/ôRisk < 0. For certain individuals, that amount is $3555. The 
coefficient on risk acts to make certain respondents less responsive to changes 
in risk than uncertain respondents. The certainty o f the risk is a strong indicator 
o f the probability of staying in both the transportation and storage models.
The model results indicate that the distance from the storage facility is not 
as strong an indicator of likelihood of staying as the distance variable in the 
transportation model. A dummy variable Pahrump was used as a proxy for 
distance in the storage risk model. Respondents living in Pahrump, which is 
located much closer to the Yucca mountain facility, were indicated with a one, 
and all other residents were assigned a zero. The coefficient on the distance 
variable is positive, indicating that residents who live in Pahrump are more likely 
to stay than those located elsewhere. This result appears to contradict our
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previous findings that the further from the risk you are located, the more likely 
you are to stay. It can be assumed that residents living in Pahrump are 
influenced by two important factors. First, Pahrump citizens have already self­
selected for living near a hazardous facility, as the Nevada Test Site is already in 
that area. Second, many Pahrump residents may work at the Nevada Test Site, 
and are therefore compensated to live and work in a higher-risk area. The 
variable Pahrump does not come in significantly; however, when taken out of the 
model the bid, interaction, risk, income, gender, and health variables all lose 
significance. The restricted model without the distance variable can be seen in 
table 1 0  of the appendix.
Our results show that income significantly impacts the probability a 
respondent will stay given the risk from the storage of nuclear waste at Yucca 
Mountain. The coefficient on income^ is positive, indicating a quadratic 
relationship between income and the probability of staying that is convex to the x- 
axis. The relationship is not well defined however, indicated by the p-values for 
income which are 0.159 and 0.162 respectively. All in all, the higher a 
respondent’s income, the more likely they are to stay given the storage risk from 
the Yucca Mountain facility.
Retirement status also significantly impacts the probability a respondent 
will stay given the risk from the storage of nuclear waste at Yucca Mountain. 
Similar to the transportation model, the coefficient on retired is positive, indicating 
that a retired person is more likely to stay in Nevada than one currently in the 
labor force. The opportunity costs for retired people to move should be the same
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as those for the transportation model. Costs of moving, friends, familiar places, 
and health care providers are all more difficult for the elderly to find. 
Consequently, a retired respondent is more likely to stay in Nevada than 
someone currently working.
Table 4. Bivariate Probit o f Storage Risk






Std. Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]
storstayl
sbidi 8.06E-05 3.03E-05 6.82E-05 1.180 0.237 -5.30 E-05 2.14E-04
interaction -1.48E-07 -5.67E-08 1.11E-07 -1.330 0.182 -3.65E-07 6.94E-08
storagerisk 3.25E-04 7.53E-05 5.44E-04 0.600 0.550 -0.0007 0.0014
Iu c * r is k -0.0006 -2.42E-04 0.0002 -2.500 0.012 -0.0011 -1.34E-04
uncertainty -6.86E-06 -2.76E-06 2.91 E-06 -2.360 0.018 -1.26E-05 -1.17E-06
pahrump 0.3155 0.1032 0.4778 0.660 0.509 -0.6209 1.2519
income^ 1.68E-11 5.91 E-12 1.19E-11 1.410 0.159 -6.58E-12 4.01 E-11
female -0.2652 -0.1011 0.1552 -1.710 0.088 -0.5695 0.0391
health -0.1556 -0.0664 0.0919 -1.690 0.091 -0.3358 0.0247
retired 0.3869 0.1482 0.1807 2.140 0.032 0.0328 0.7410
cons 0.9191 0.4941 1.860 0.063 -0.0493 1.8875
storstayZ
sbid2 8.43E-05 4.63E-06 5.96E-05 1.410 0.157 -3.25E-05 2.01 E-04
interaction2 -1.93E-07 -1.03E-07 1.56 E-07 -1.240 0.216 -4.99E-07 1.13E-07
storagerisk 4.40E-04 2.00E-04 5.78E-04 0.760 0.446 -6.92E-04 1.57E-03
I„ c * r is k -0.0006 -2.27E-04 0.0002 -2.430 0.015 -0.0011 -1.15E-04
uncertainty -6.82E-06 -2.68 E-06 2.90 E-06 -2.350 0.019 -1.25E-05 -1.13E-06
pahrump 0.5219 0.1566 0.4876 1.070 0.284 -0.4338 1.4776
income^ 1.68E-11 6.77E-12 1.20E-11 1.400 0.162 -6.77E-12 4.04E-11
female -0.2777 -0.0790 0.1552 -1.790 0.074 -0.5818 0.0265
health -0.1538 -0.0422 0.0925 -1.660 0.096 -0.3352 0.0275
retired 0.2530 0.1014 0.1741 1.450 0.146 -0.0882 0.5942
cons 0.8591 0.4916 1.750 0.081 -0.1044 1.8226
rho 1 2.E-08 -1 1
Wald test of rho=0:
z and P>|z| are the test of the underlying coefficient being 0
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Our result show that health status and gender are also significant in 
determining if a respondent will stay given the risk from the storage facility. The 
coefficient on health is negative, indicating that the healthier a person is, the less 
likely they are to stay. Health is significant at the 0.10 level, and the marginal 
probability indicates that a negative one unit change in health status will give a 
0.0664 or 0.0422 increase in the probability that a respondent will stay. Also 
similar to the transportation results is the outcome of gender in the model.
The coefficient on female is negative and significant indicating that women are 
more likely to move than men.
In summary, the risk from transporting the nuclear waste seems to 
indicate clear, strong preferences on the part of respondents. Almost all o f the 
variables used in the model are significant between the 5% and 10% level. Also, 
the coefficients are consistent with economic theory. In general, the bid, distance 
from the transportation route, income^, and if the respondent is retired are all 
positive, showing that the higher these variables are, the more likely the 
respondent will be to stay. Likewise, the interaction of bid and risk, the 
uncertainty o f the risk involved, good health, and if the respondent is female, all 
show a negative relationship with the probability of moving.
More uncertainty is associated with the location changes arising from the 
storage facility than those induced by the risks from the transportation route.
Most of the variables used are barely significant at the 15% level. However, the 
coefficients are consistent with economic theory. The bid, distance from the 
storage site, income^, and if the respondent is retired are all positive, showing
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that the higher they are, the more likely the respondent will stay. The risk, 
uncertainty o f the risk, good health, and if the respondent is female show a 
negative relationship with the probability o f staying.
All in all, both the transportation and storage models are consistent with 
economic theory. In both cases, respondents may be compensated, up to some 
threshold value, for increases in risks to their health and safety. Nevertheless, 
when risks exceed the individual’s threshold, compensation becomes 
meaningless. Also, the significance of the distance variable supports the theory 
that proximity does influence the decision to stay or move. However, it can also 
be noted that the transportation model explains the location decision of 
respondents with more certainty than the storage model. This may be because 
the respondents are generally closer to the transportation route than they are to 
the actual repository site. Therefore, they view the repository as less dangerous. 
The mean risk for transportation is 691.62 while the mean risk for storage is 
623.92. Cleariy, nuclear contamination and the health impacts associated with it 
are a function o f many different variables. Distance from the route and the 
probability o f exposure from an accident may be one reason people view risk 
from transportation as higher than risk of storage. The severity o f an accident 
may be higher for transportation than storage. The probability o f an accident on 
a truck route may also be higher because of the impact of weather and road 
conditions, as well as the impact of other drivers on the road. This is what we 
observe in the models.
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CHAPTER 6  
CONCLUSION
Transporting nuclear waste to Yucca Mountain appears to have a negative 
impact on housing location decision in Nevada. The transportation route to the 
Yucca Mountain site is, on average, less than ten miles away from most 
residents in Las Vegas. Because of the close proximity, the potential for 
accidents is in the forefront of many respondent’s minds. Thus, distance from 
the route is a key concem in determining if a respondent will move. Uncertainty 
about the dangers posed by transporting the waste as well as the subjective risk 
perception are key elements when considering if a person will move. In most 
cases people can be compensated for small changes in health and safety. 
However, some respondents will consider the risk as too high, meaning they 
approach the threshold where no amount of compensation can offset marginal 
changes in risk. Also, distance from the route and the risk of transporting the 
nuclear waste were found to be significant determinants of housing location 
decision.
The probability a respondent will move from the risk of transporting the 
nuclear waste is also affected by the demographic variables in our model. The 
health status of the respondent is a very important determinant of a respondents 
location decision. Also, gender appears to impact the model significantly. Male
51
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respondents were more likely to stay than female respondents. It can be noted 
that women are more likely to have children in the household and therefore they 
must also be concerned for the health of their children. Consequently, women 
have a greater propensity to consider transporting the nuclear waste as a direct 
hazard to themselves and their children. Whether or not a respondent is retired 
has a positive impact on the likelihood that a respondent will stay given the 
additional safety risk of transporting the nuclear waste. A retired person has a 
higher opportunity cost of moving than a non-retired person. Medical facilities, 
retired friends, proximity to family, and familiarity with surroundings all add to 
opportunity cost for retired people when they consider moving. Consequently, a 
retired person will be more likely to stay in Nevada than a non-retired person 
given increases health and safety risks. Overall, demographic variables impact 
the probability a respondent will move because of the transportation risk from the 
nuclear waste.
Overall, transporting the nuclear waste will affect people’s housing 
location decisions. The distance to the route, the opportunity costs of moving, 
and uncertainties of the risks involved will be weighed against the bid amount 
offered to each person. Although the DOE can assure residents that the risk 
posed to them from transporting the nuclear waste is minimal, each individual will 
respond to their own subjective risk perception. We found that as certainty about 
the risk increases, the probability that the person would move decreases, 
indicating that additional knowledge about the site may help prevent migration 
from Las Vegas. Regardless of potential actions by the DOE or the state of
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Nevada, the findings support my hypothesis that the probability people will move 
because of the transportation of nuclear waste to Yucca Mountain is greater than 
zero.
The potential siting of a nuclear waste repository at Yucca Mountain 
appears to have some negative effect on housing location decision in Nevada. 
The storage facility is approximately 100 miles north of Las Vegas and because 
the site is not nearly as close in proximity as most of the transportation route, the 
potential for accidents does not seem to concem residents as much. Although 
the distance to the site does not give as strong of evidence as distance from the 
transportation route, it does still appear that the risk from the storage facility will 
induce people to move. Uncertainty about the risk in storing the nuclear waste 
as well as the subjective risk perception are also important in considering if a 
respondent will move. Consequently, distance from the storage facility and risk 
of storing the nuclear waste are significant determinants of housing location 
decision under environmental risk.
The probability a respondent will move from the risk of storing the nuclear 
waste at Yucca Mountain is also affected by the demographic variables in our 
model. The health status of the respondent is important in determining if a 
respondent will stay. A healthy person will act to protect their good level of 
health by moving, while a not so healthy person will most likely stay and accept 
compensation for additional risks to health and safety. Similar to the 
transportation model, this indicates that current health level is a very important 
determinant on if a respondent will stay. Gender also appears to impact the
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model significantly. Like the transportation model, male respondents were more 
likely to stay than female respondents. If a respondent is retired has a positive 
impact on the likelihood that a respondent will stay. Consequently, a retired 
person will be much more likely to stay in Nevada than a non-retired person. 
Overall, demographic variables impact the probability a respondent will stay 
because of the storage risk from the Yucca Mountain site.
Taken as a whole, storing the nuclear waste will affect people’s housing 
location decisions, but the model does not show as strong an effect as the 
transportation model. The distance to the route, and uncertainties of the risks 
involved will be weighed against the bid amount offered to each person. We 
found that as certainty about the storage risk increases, the probability that the 
person would stay increases. Like the transportation model this indicates that 
additional knowledge about the site may help prevent migration from Las Vegas. 
The data supports my hypothesis of the probability that people will move 
because of the storage of nuclear waste at Yucca Mountain is greater than zero.
The probability a respondent will move from the risk of transporting the 
nuclear waste is also affected by the bid value offered to the respondent. The 
survey data indicates that the respondents treat safety as an economic good, 
which when treated as part of an individuals utility function, indicate a trade-off of 
safety for some option price. It should be noted that an option price was not 
estimated for this survey. It can be argued that offering each taxpayer some 
compensation per year tax credit may seem unreasonable at this time. However, 
if the Yucca Mountain site is chosen for the long term storage of nuclear waste.
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the federal government may provide a large amount of compensation. This is 
significant because if the compensation is adequate, it could provide the means 
for which residents will attain their threshold value, where they will be indifferent 
between staying and moving given the additional risk of transporting the nuclear 
waste. Nevertheless, for individuals who feel that the risk exceeds their personal 
safety threshold, no amount of compensation will induce them to stay. Thus, our 
results show that regardless of compensation, the economic impact on Las 
Vegas could be significant.
The model allows us to evaluate the probability that individuals will remain 
in Nevada even if the repository is located at Yucca Mountain. Using these 
probabilities we can estimate how many current residents will stay in the state 
given different levels of compensation. Using a threshold probability of 0.5 we 
find that with zero compensation, only 57% of the current residents will stay in 
Nevada given the transportation risk of shipping nuclear waste to Yucca 
Mountain.'* If compensation is increased to $5,000 annually per household, 92% 
of the current residents will stay given the transportation risk from Yucca 
Mountain. Even at very high levels o f compensation, it is possible that up to 8 % 
of residents will still relocate. This supports our conclusion that some residents 
perceive the risk as too high, and no amount of compensation will induce them to 
stay.
The model also allows us to estimate the percentage of current residents 
who will stay in Nevada given different levels of compensation for the storage risk
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of nuclear waste at Yucca Mountain. Again, by using a threshold probability of 
0.5 we find that with zero compensation, 72% of the current residents will stay in 
Nevada given the storage risk of the nuclear waste. Likewise, if compensation is 
increased to $5,000 annually per household, then 92% of residents will stay 
given the risk of storing the nuclear waste at Yucca Mountain. Once again, given 
a high level of compensation there will still be a large percentage of residents 
who move. Relocation of 8 % could impact the housing and labor markets in 
Nevada. Once again, this supports our hypothesis that some residents perceive 
the risk as too high, and no amount of compensation will induce them to stay.
One of the primary premises of this paper is that the transportation route 
will be along known highways through Nevada. At this time the DOE still does 
not know if they will be using the truck route option or a railway option. It would 
be interesting to see what the effects of a railway option would have on housing 
location decision for residents of Nevada. It would also be fascinating to see the 
outcomes of a study done on the transportation route through states where the 
nuclear waste will not be stored. A comparison of perceived risk from 
transporting nuclear waste from states that have no nuclear powered facilities 
versus states with nuclear power facilities would also be interesting.
In any case, the transportation and storage models indicate that the 
probability or residents moving will be greater than zero when faced with health 
risks from storing and transporting nuclear waste through Nevada. This implies
“ The threshold value of 0.5 means that if the probability they stay exceeds 0.5 
we assume they will stay in Nevada.
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that environmental risk does impact housing location decisions for residents in 
Nevada. This is significant because out-migration may cause housing demand to 
drop, hence prices and wealth, to fall. As well, without enough participants in the 
labor force it is possible that costs to the casinos and other industries in Las 
Vegas will increase. In sum, the risk imposed by the Yucca Mountain waste 
repository may be a significant determinant of housing location decisions in the 
future for Clark County.
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q1 2 a b q15 a b q16 a b
1 0 0 50 150 1 0 0 50 150 75 12.5 137.5
150 75 225 150 75 225 113 18.8 206.3
2 0 0 1 0 0 300 2 0 0 1 0 0 300 150 25 275
250 125 375 250 125 375 188 31.3 343.8
500 250 750 500 250 750 375 62.5 687.5
750 375 1125 750 375 1125 563 93.8 1031
1 0 0 0 500 1500 1 0 0 0 500 1500 750 125 1375
1500 750 2250 1500 750 2250 1125 188 2063
2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 3000 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 3000 1500 250 2750
5000 2500 7500 5000 2500 7500 3750 625 6875
1 0 0 0 0 5000 15000 1 0 0 0 0 5000 15000 7500 1250 1375
1 0 0 0 500 1500 1 0 0 50 150 90 35 145
1500 750 2250 150 75 225 135 52.5 217.5
2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 3000 2 0 0 1 0 0 300 180 70 290
5000 2500 7500 250 125 375 225 87.5 362.5
1 0 0 0 0 5000 15000 500 250 750 450 175 725
1 0 0 50 150 750 375 1125 6751 263 1088
150 75 225 1 0 0 0 500 1500 900 350 1450
2 0 0 1 0 0 300 1500 750 2250 1350 525 2175
250 125 375 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 3000 1800 700 2900
500 250 750 5000 2500 7500 4500 1750 7250
750 375 1125 1 0 0 0 0 5000 15000 9000 3500 1450
750 375 1125 1 0 0 50 150 50 25 125
1500 750 2250 150 75 225 75 37.5 187.5
5000 2500 7500 2 0 0 1 0 0 300 1 0 0 50 250
1 0 0 0 0 5000 15000 250 125 375 125 62.5 312.5
1 0 0 50 150 500 250 750 250 125 625
150 75 225 750 375 1125 375 188 937.5
1 0 0 0 500 1500 1 0 0 0 500 1500 500 250 1250
250 125 375 1500 750 2250 750 375 1875
500 250 750 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 3000 1 0 0 0 500 2500
2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 3000 5000 2500 7500 2500 1250 6250
2 0 0 1 0 0 300 1 0 0 0 0 5000 15000 5000 2500 1250
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Table 6. Descriptive Statistics
Variable Obs Mean Std. Dev. Min Max
nobs 383 192.00 110.71 1.0 383.0
zipcode 372 89087.03 49.41 89003.0 89173.0
pahrump 383 0.03 0.18 0.0 1.0
dark 383 0.13 0.34 0.0 1.0
own 322 0.41 0.49 0.0 1.0
livenev 383 18.38 14.76 0.3 78.0
livead 383 7.83 8.48 0.1 48.0
stayiv 354 20.93 17.34 -1.0 79.4
retired 382 0.28 0.45 0.0 1.0
child 383 0.64 1.06 0.0 5.0
insuranc 383 0.90 0.30 0.0 1.0
distance 382 13.34 15.74 0.5 75.0
uncertainty 383 10067.75 29193.93 0.0 1.3E+05
luc*risk 383 348.46 372.30 0.0 1458.8
cjustlike 383 0.55 0.50 0.0 1.0
initialbid 382 1736.13 2575.99 100.0 10000.0
transtayl 378 0.61 0.49 0.0 1.0
transtay2 376 0.59 0.49 0.0 1.0
bid2 382 1520.16 2721.87 50.0 15000.0
tbdvalue 378 1521.03 2700.87 50.0 15000.0
uncertainty 383 9466.38 27765.22 0.0 1.1E+05
luc*risk 383 323.29 341.59 0.0 1326.9
bid1 382 1870.68 2843.44 100.0 10000.0
storstayl 377 0.65 0.48 0.0 1.0
sbidvalu 377 1726.46 3095.48 50.0 15000.0
storstay2 376 0.63 0.48 0.0 1.0
bid2 383 1712.27 3106.96 50.0 15000.0
interaction 365 1.2E+06 1.8E+06 16968.2 9.3E+06
sbdrisk2 366 1.1E+06 1.9E+06 8484.1 1.4E+07
female 380 0.57 0.49 0.0 1.0
medage 379 50.32 16.88 21.0 87.5
health 380 3.26 0.85 1.0 4.0
income 352 51421.88 37462.73 7500.0 1.5E+04
income^ 352 4.0E+09 6.1E+09 5.6E+07 2.3E+10
highsch 379 0.94 0.24 0.0 1.0
college 380 2.32 2.43 0.0 14.0
education 379 3.26 2.50 0.0 15.0
storagerisk 366 623.92 172.75 141.9 1326.9
risk 340 691.62 204.94 371.6 1458.8
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Table 7. Bivariate Probit of Transportation Risk without distance variable




Coef. Std. Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]
transtayl
Bidi 1.61 E-04 1.22E-04 1.32 0.186 -7.76E-05 4.00E-04
Interaction -1.63 E-07 1.63 E-07 -1.00 0.316 -4.83E-07 1.56E-07
risk 8.03E-04 6.07E-04 1.32 0.186 -3.88E-04 1.99E-03
luc*risk -6.25E-04 2.53 E-04 -2.47 0.014 -1.12E-03 -1.29E-04
Uncertainty -4.13E-06 2.65E-06 -1.56 0.119 -9.32E-06 1.06E-06
Income^ 2.62E-11 1.44E-11 1.83 0.068 -1.92E-12 5.43E-11
Retired 0.4145 0.1897 2.19 0.029 0.0427 0.7864
Healtfn -0.1677 0.1050 -1.60 0.110 -0.3736 0.0382
Female -0.3962 0.2489 -1.59 0.111 -0.8839 0.0916
Cons 0.4738 0.6023 0.79 0.431 -0.7066 1.6543
Transtayl
bid2 1.26E-04 8.31 E-05 1.51 0.131 -3.73E-05 2.88E-04
lnteraction2 -1.21 E-07 1.09 E-07 -1.11 0.266 -3.35E-07 9.25E-08
risk 7.04E-04 5.54E-04 1.27 0.204 -3.82E-04 1.79E-03
luc*risk -6.10E-04 2.12E-04 -2.88 0.004 -1.03E-03 -1.95E-04
Uncertainty -4.04E-06 2.39 E-06 -1.69 0.091 -8.71 E-06 6.39E-07
Income^ 2.66E-11 1.26E-11 2.12 0.034 1.95E-12 5.12E-11
Retired 0.4164 0.1716 2.43 0.015 8.00E-02 7.53E-01
Healtfi -0.1689 0.0962 -1.76 0.079 -0.3574 0.0197
Female -0.3882 0.1943 -2.00 0.046 -0.7691 -0.0073
Cons 0.5296 0.5231 1.01 0.311 -0.4956 1.5549
rho 1 4.60E-10 -1 1
Wald test of rho=0:
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Table 8. Bivariate Probit of Transportation Risk Without Risk Variable




Coef. Std. Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. interval]
Transtayl
Bid1 8.11 E-05 8.20E-05 0.99 0.323 -7.96E-05 2.42E-04
Interaction -7.66E-08 9.62E-08 -0.80 0.426 -2-65E-07 1.12E-07
Distance 5.06E-03 4.72E-03 1.07 0.283 -0.0042 0.0143
luc*risk -5.41 E-04 2.09E-04 -2.59 0.010 -9-50E-04 -1.32E-04
Uncertainty -3.77E-06 2.38 E-06 -1.59 0.112 -8.44E-06 8.86E-07
income^ 2.52E-11 1.21 E-11 2.09 0.037 1.52E-12 4.89E-11
Retired 0.4418 0.1733 2.55 0.011 1.02E-01 0.7815
Health -0.1908 0.0934 -2.04 0.041 -0.3738 -0.0077
Female -0.2083 0.1492 -1.40 0.163 -0.5006 0.0841
Cons 0.9077 0.3650 2.49 0.013 0.1922 1.6231
Transtayl
bid2 8.51 E-05 6.69E-05 1.27 0.203 -4.61 E-05 2.16 E-04
lnteraction2 -7.89E-08 8.27E-08 -0.95 0.340 -2.41 E-07 8.32E-08
Distance 0.0074 0.0047 1.57 0.117 -1.86E-03 0.0167
luc*risk -4.88E-04 2.13E-04 -2.29 0.022 -9.06E-04 -7.00E-05
Uncertainty -3.61 E-06 2.37E-06 -1.52 0.129 -8.26E-06 1.05E-06
income^ 2.69 E-11 1.21 E-11 2.21 0.027 3.08E-12 5.07E-11
retired 0.4190 0.1730 2.42 0.015 0.0800 0.7580
health -0.1982 0.0930 -2.13 0.033 -0.3804 -0.0159
female -0.2538 0.1511 -1.68 0.093 -0.5500 0.0424
cons 0.8912 0.3647 2.44 0.015 0.1765 1.6059
rho 1 1.08E-08 -1 1
Wald test of rho==0:
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Table 9. Bivariate Probit of Storage Risk Without Risk Variable






z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]
Storstayl
Bidi 8.27E-05 7.02E-05 1.180 0.239 -5.49E-05 2.20E-04
interaction -1.51 E-07 1.20E-07 -1.260 0.207 -3.85E-07 8.33E-08
Storagerisk 3.98E-04 5.69E-04 0.700 0.484 -0.0007 0.0015
luc*risk -0.0007 0.0002 -2.760 0.006 -0.0011 -0.0002
Uncertainty -6.95E-06 2.89E-06 -2.400 0.016 -1.26E-05 -1.28 E-06
Income^ 1.63E-11 1.19E-11 1.370 0.171 -7.05E-12 3.97E-11
Female -0.2634 0.1553 -1.700 0.090 -0.5678 0.0411
Health -0.1501 0.0911 -1.650 0.099 -0.3287 0.0284
Retired 0.4102 0.1780 2.300 0.021 0.0612 0.7591
Cons 0.8785 0.4949 1.780 0.076 -0.0915 1.8486
Storstayl
Bid2 8.46E-05 5.86E-05 1.440 0.149 -3.02E-05 1.99E-04
lnteraction2 -1.91 E-07 1.47E-07 -1.300 0.195 -4.80E-07 9.76E-08
Storagerisk 5.17E-04 5.62E-04 0.920 0.357 -5.84E-04 1.62E-03
luc*risk -6.47E-04 2.42E-04 -2.670 0.007 -0.0011 -1.73E-04
Uncertainty -6.91 E-06 2.89E-06 -2.390 0.017 -1.26E-05 -1.24E-06
income^ 1.63E-11 1.20E-11 1.360 0.175 -7.23E-12 3.98E-11
female -0.2756 0.1566 -1.760 0.078 -0.5826 0.0314
health -0.1490 0.0962 -1.550 0.122 -0.3375 0.0396
retired 0.2816 0.1733 1.630 0.104 -0.0580 0.6213
cons 0.8190 0.4904 1.670 0.095 -0.1422 1.78E+00
rho 1 6.97E-09 -1 1
Wald test of rho==0:
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Table 10. Bivariate Probit of Storage Risk Without Distance Variable




Coef Std. Err. z p>izi [95% Conf. Interval]
Sforsfayf
Bidi 6.41 E-05 8.78E-05 0.730 0.466 -1 .08E-04 2.36E-04
Interaction -1.15E-07 1.42E-07 -0.810 0.418 -3.93E-07 1.63E-07
luc*risk -5.55E-04 2.30E-04 -2.410 0.016 -1.01E-03 -1 .04E-04
Uncertainty -6.59E-06 2.98E-06 -2.210 0.027 -1.24E-05 -7.54E-07
Pahrump 0.3626 0.4756 0.760 0.446 -0.5696 1.2948
Income^ 1.70E-11 1.19E-11 1.420 0.155 -6.41 E-12 4.04E-11
Female -0.2452 0.1494 -1.640 0.101 -0.5381 0.0477
Health -0.1639 0.0904 -1.810 0.070 -0.3411 0.0133
Retired 0.4145 0.1771 2.340 0.019 0.0673 0.7617
Cons 1.0961 0.3545 3.090 0.002 0.4013 1.7909
Storstayl
Bid2 3.65E-05 1.79E-04 0.200 0.838 -3.14E-04 3.87E-04
lnteraction2 -9.47E-08 2.92E-07 -0.320 0.745 -6.66E-07 4.77E-07
luc*rlsk -5.38E-04 2.29E-04 -2.350 0.019 -9.87E-04 -8.92E-05
Uncertainty -6.54E-06 2.94E-06 -2.220 0.026 -1.23 E-05 -7.69E-07
Pahrump 0.5479 0.4897 1.120 0.263 -0.4119 1.5076
Income^ 1.69E-11 1.19E-11 1.410 0.158 -6.52E-12 4.03E-11
Female -0.2447 0.1495 -1.640 0.102 -0.5378 0.0484
Health -0.1646 0.0921 -1.790 0.074 -0.3452 0.0160
Retired 0.2714 0.1766 1.540 0.124 -0.0748 0.6175
Cons 1.1011 0.3596 3.060 0.002 0.3963 1.8059
rho 1 4.4E-08 -1 1
Wald test of rho=0:
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